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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %

1 796 4.8 1.4 6 80.4 99.9

2 795 7.7 2.6 10 77.1 99.8

3 796 4.3 2.8 8 53.3 99.9

4 793 2 1.9 6 33.5 99.5

5 793 2.2 1.7 6 37.1 99.5

6 781 2.9 2.9 8 36.7 98

1 794 7.4 4.5 16 46.5 99.6
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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 1 /* 
 2  * To change this license header, choose License Headers in Project Properties. 
 3  * To change this template file, choose Tools | Templates 
 4  * and open the template in the editor. 
 5  */ 
 6 package calc; 
 7  
 8 import java.io.BufferedReader; 
 9 import java.io.DataInputStream; 
10 import java.io.FileInputStream; 
11 import java.io.FileWriter; 
12 import java.io.IOException; 
13 import java.io.InputStreamReader; 
14 import java.util.ArrayList; 
15 import java.util.List; 
16 import java.util.logging.Level; 
17 import java.util.logging.Logger; 
18 /** 
19  * 
20  * @author CBAC (GJ) 
21  */ 
22 public class Calc { 
23     private final String calcResult; 
24  
25      
26     private final List<String> Errors; 
27     private final String filename = "CalcResult.txt"; 
28      
29      
30     public Calc(String calcResult) { 
31         this.Errors = new ArrayList<>(); 
32         this.calcResult = calcResult; 
33        
34         
35     } 
36      
37      
38      
39      
40     public void SaveResult() throws IOException { 
41         try (FileWriter fw = new FileWriter(filename, false)) { 
42             fw.write(this.toString()); 
43         } catch (IOException ex) { 
44             Logger.getLogger(Calc.class.getName()).log(Level.SEVERE, null, ex); 
45         } 
46     } 
47  
48      
49      
50     public String ReturnResult() throws Exception { 
51         String ReturnCalcResult = new String(); 
52  
53         try { 
54             FileInputStream fstream = new FileInputStream(this.filename); 
55             DataInputStream in = new DataInputStream(fstream); 
56             BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(in)); 
57             String line; 
58  







59             while ((line = br.readLine()) != null) { 
60                
61                     ReturnCalcResult = line; 
62                        
63             } 
64  
65         } catch (Exception ex) { 
66             throw new Exception("Error opening file"); 
67         } 
68  
69         return ReturnCalcResult; 
70     } 
71      
72      
73  
74     @Override 
75     public String toString() { 
76         return this.calcResult ; 
77     } 
78      
79      public String getErrors() { 
80         String errors = ""; 
81  
82         for (String Error : this.Errors) { 
83             errors = errors + Error + "\n"; 
84         } 
85  
86         return errors; 
87     } 
88      
89      
90      
91      
92      
93 } 
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59             while ((line = br.readLine()) != null) { 
60                
61                     ReturnCalcResult = line; 
62                        
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2. 
This candidate chose the Java language (please see wjec circulars for the allowed version of 
the languages used) to complete the code completion question. 
 
 
Please note the WJEC does not have a “preferred” method of solving the task and any and 
all functional code will be given credit. It is important to note the code is deemed suitably 
elegant to gain marks if it is functional. Code that “resembles” the correct answer is not 
credited and all code must be functional to be awarded credit. 
 
 
This candidate successfully completed all 4 of the required corrections to the JAVA code 
resulting in full marks. 
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1. 
This candidate chose the Visual Basic 2010 language (please see wjec circulars for the 
allowed version of the languages used) to complete the code completion question. 
 
 
Please note the WJEC does not have a “preferred” method of solving the task and any and 
all functional code will be given credit. It is important to note the code is deemed suitably 
elegant to gain marks if it is functional. Code that “resembles” the correct answer is not 
credited and all code must be functional to be awarded credit. 
 
 
This candidate successfully completed all 4 of the required corrections to the Visual Basic 
code resulting in full marks. 
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1. 
This candidate chose the Visual Basic 2010 language (please see wjec circulars for the 
allowed version of the languages used) to complete the code completion question. 
 
 
Please note the WJEC does not have a “preferred” method of solving the task and any and 
all functional code will be given credit. It is important to note the code is deemed suitably 
elegant to gain marks if it is functional. Code that “resembles” the correct answer is not 
credited and all code must be functional to be awarded credit. 
 
 
This candidate successfully completed all 4 of the required corrections to the Visual Basic 
code resulting in full marks. 
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Section B 
 


Q 
 


Answer Mark AO1 AO2 AO3 Total 


1 Indicative content: 


 Addition and Subtraction function working 


 Multiplication and Division function working  


 MS stores on screen result in text file called calcResult 


 MR recalls the value in CalcResult and shows on screen 


4   3.1b 4 


 


Band 
AO3.1b 


Max 4 marks 


3 


4 marks 
The candidate has: 


 Implemented all the points required as stated in the indicative content  


 Used and fully exploited the programming facilities of the language  


 Demonstrated a sound understanding of the appropriate tools and techniques available to them 
 


2 


2 - 3 marks 
The candidate has: 


 Implemented the majority of the points required as stated in the indicative content. Majority is 
defined as a response that provides two or three items of the functionality signalled in the 
indicative content 


 Used and exploited the programming facilities of the language  


 Demonstrated an understanding of the tools and techniques available to them 
 


1 


1 mark 
The candidate has: 


 Implemented only one of the points required as stated in the indicative content 


 Used some of the programming facilities of the language  


 Demonstrated a limited understanding of the tools and techniques available to them 
 


0 
0 marks 


Response not credit worthy or not attempted. 
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Q Answer Mark AO1 AO2 AO3 Total 


2 Indicative content: 


 Input 


(any four validation methods of): 


 Range check 


 Format check 


 Length check 


 Presence check 


 Lookup check 


 Type check 


 Stores on disk in a text file called customerDetails 


 Retrieves Customer matching criteria entered from file 


 HCI fit for purpose (CLI or GUI) 


 


8   3.1b 8 


 


Band 
AO3.1b 


Max 8 marks 


3 


7-8 marks 
The candidate has: 


 Created a new program including the majority of the functionality as required in the question 
and stated in the indicative content. The majority of the functionality is defined as a response 
that provides seven to eight items of the functionality signalled in the indicative content 


 Used and fully exploited the programming facilities of the language  


 Demonstrated a sound understanding of the appropriate tools and techniques available to 
them 


 Written code that is well structured 


 Provided evidence of a completed user interface which aids user interaction and is intuitive  


2 


3-6 marks 
The candidate has: 


 Created a new program including most of the functionality as required in the question and 
stated in the indicative content. Most of the functionality is defined as a response that 
provides three to six items of the functionality signalled in the indicative content 


 Made use of an appropriate range of the programming facilities of the language 


 Demonstrated an understanding of the tools and techniques available to them 


 Provided evidence of a completed user interface which aids user interaction 


1 


1-2 marks 
The candidate has: 


 Created a new program with a limited range of the functionality as stated in the indicative 
content or improved the prototype provided by adding a limited range of the new 
functionality as stated in the indicative content. A limited range of functionality is defined as 
a response that provides one to two items of the functionality signalled in the indicative 
content 


 Used a limited range of the programming facilities of the language  


 Demonstrated a limited understanding of the tools and techniques available to them 


 Provided evidence of a user interface 


0 
0 marks 


Response not credit worthy or not attempted. 
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Q Answer Mark AO1 AO2 AO3 Total 


3 Indicative content: 
Clear annotation of steps within the following routines: 


 Validation 


 Storage of data to file 


 Retrieving specified data from file 


 Use of self-documenting identifiers / explanation of 


variables 


 


4   3.1a 4 


 


Band 
AO3.1a 


Max 4 marks 


3 


4 marks 
The candidate has: 


 Produced listings that are appropriately laid out and included sufficient annotation to 
demonstrate an understanding of all programming routines listed in the indicative content 


 Written code using self-documenting identifiers / explained variables 


 Used appropriate technical terminology referring to the indicative content confidently and 
accurately. 


2 


2-3 marks 
Three marks can be awarded if the candidate has: 


 Produced listings that are appropriately laid out and included sufficient annotation to 
demonstrate an understanding of all programming routines listed in the indicative content 


 Not written code using self-documenting identifiers / not explained variables 


 Used appropriate technical terminology referring to the indicative content. 
OR 


 Produced listings that are appropriately laid out and included sufficient annotation to 
demonstrate an understanding of two of the programming routines listed in the indicative content 


 Written code using self-documenting identifiers / explained variables 


 Used appropriate technical terminology referring to the indicative content. 
 


Two marks can be awarded if the candidate has: 


 Produced listings that are appropriately laid out and included sufficient annotation to 
demonstrate an understanding of two of the programming routines listed in the indicative content 


 Not written code using self-documenting identifiers / not explained variables 


 Used appropriate technical terminology referring to the indicative content. 
OR 


 Produced listings that are appropriately laid out and included sufficient annotation to 
demonstrate an understanding of one of the programming routines listed in the indicative content 


 Written code using self-documenting identifiers / explained variables 


 Used appropriate technical terminology referring to the indicative content. 


 


1 


1 mark 
The candidate has: 


 Produced listings that are appropriately laid out and include sufficient annotation to demonstrate 
an understanding of one programming routine listed in the indicative content  


 Used limited technical terminology referring to the indicative content. 
OR 


 Written code using self-documenting identifiers  


 Used limited technical terminology referring to the indicative content. 


 


0 
0 marks 


Response not credit worthy or not attempted. 
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3. 
This candidate chose the Python language (please see wjec circulars for the allowed version 
of the languages used) to complete the code completion question. 
 
 
Please note the WJEC does not have a “preferred” method of solving the task and any and 
all functional code will be given credit. It is important to note the code is deemed suitably 
elegant to gain marks if it is functional. Code that “resembles” the correct answer is not 
credited and all code must be functional to be awarded credit. 
 
 
This candidate successfully completed all 4 of the required corrections to the Python code 
resulting in full marks. 
 
# Only works in Python 3 (Created in 3.4.2) 
# tkinter comes as part of the standard install - messagebox has to be imported explicitly 
 
from tkinter import * 
from tkinter import messagebox 
 
 
class Calc(): 
    def __init__(self): 
        self.total = 0 
        self.current = "" 
        self.new_num = True 
        self.op_pending = False 
        self.op = "" 
        self.eq = False 
 
         
    def saveResult(self, value): 
        CalcMemSave = str(value) 
         
      
        fileObject = open("calcResult.txt","w") 
        fileObject.write(CalcMemSave) 
        fileObject.close() 
     
 
    def getResult(self, resultbox): 
 
 
        try: 
            fileObject=open("calcResult.txt","r") 
         







        except IOError: 
            messagebox.showerror("Error","No file to read") 
 
        else: 
         recordVar=fileObject.readline() 
         fileObject.close() 
         value = recordVar 
         text_box.delete(0, END) 
         text_box.insert(0, value) 
      
 
    def num_press(self, num): 
        self.eq = False 
        temp = text_box.get() 
        temp2 = str(num)       
        if self.new_num: 
            self.current = temp2 
            self.new_num = False 
        else: 
            if temp2 == '.': 
                if temp2 in temp: 
                    return 
            self.current = temp + temp2 
        self.display(self.current) 
 
    def calc_total(self): 
        self.eq = True 
        self.current = float(self.current) 
        if self.op_pending == True: 
            self.do_sum() 
        else: 
            self.total = float(text_box.get()) 
 
    def display(self, value): 
        text_box.delete(0, END) 
        text_box.insert(0, value) 
 
    def do_sum(self): 
        if self.op == "add": 
            self.total += self.current 
        if self.op == "minus": 
            self.total -= self.current 
        if self.op == "times": 
            self.total *= self.current 
        if self.op == "divide": 
            self.total /= self.current 
        self.new_num = True 







        self.op_pending = False 
        self.display(self.total) 
 
    def operation(self, op):  
        self.current = float(self.current) 
        if self.op_pending: 
            self.do_sum() 
        elif not self.eq: 
            self.total = self.current 
        self.new_num = True 
        self.op_pending = True 
        self.op = op 
        self.eq = False 
 
    def cancel(self): 
        self.eq = False 
        self.current = "0" 
        self.display(0) 
        self.new_num = True 
        self.total = 0 
         
 
 
sum1 = Calc() 
root = Tk() 
calc = Frame(root) 
calc.grid() 
 
root.title("Calc") 
text_box = Entry(calc, justify=RIGHT) 
text_box.grid(row = 0, column = 0, columnspan = 3, pady = 5) 
text_box.insert(0, "0") 
 
numbers = "789456123" 
i = 0 
bttn = [] 
for j in range(1,4): 
    for k in range(3): 
        bttn.append(Button(calc, text = numbers[i])) 
        bttn[i].grid(row = j, column = k, pady = 5) 
        bttn[i]["command"] = lambda x = numbers[i]: sum1.num_press(x) 
        i += 1 
 
bttn_0 = Button(calc, text = "0") 
bttn_0["command"] = lambda: sum1.num_press(0) 
bttn_0.grid(row = 4, column = 0, pady = 5) 
 







bttn_MS = Button(calc, text = "MS") 
bttn_MS["command"] = lambda: sum1.saveResult(text_box.get()) 
bttn_MS.grid(row = 4, column = 1, pady = 5) 
 
bttn_MR = Button(calc, text = "MR") 
bttn_MR["command"] = lambda: sum1.getResult(text_box) 
bttn_MR.grid(row = 4, column = 2, pady = 5) 
 
bttn_div = Button(calc, text = "/") 
bttn_div["command"] = lambda: sum1.operation("divide") 
bttn_div.grid(row = 4, column = 3, pady = 5) 
 
bttn_mult = Button(calc, text = "*") 
bttn_mult["command"] = lambda: sum1.operation("times") 
bttn_mult.grid(row = 3, column = 3, pady = 5) 
 
minus = Button(calc, text = "-") 
minus["command"] = lambda: sum1.operation("minus") 
minus.grid(row = 2, column = 3, pady = 5) 
 
 
add = Button(calc, text = "+") 
add["command"] = lambda: sum1.operation("add") 
add.grid(row = 1, column = 3, pady = 5) 
 
 
clear = Button(calc, text = "Clear") 
clear["command"] = sum1.cancel 
clear.grid(row = 5, column = 1, pady = 5) 
 
 
equals = Button(calc, text = "  =   ") 
equals["command"] = sum1.calc_total 
equals.grid(row = 5, column = 2, pady = 5) 
 
root.mainloop() 












 
3. 
This candidate chose the Python language (please see wjec circulars for the allowed version 
of the languages used) to complete the code completion question. 
 
 
Please note the WJEC does not have a “preferred” method of solving the task and any and 
all functional code will be given credit. It is important to note the code is deemed suitably 
elegant to gain marks if it is functional. Code that “resembles” the correct answer is not 
credited and all code must be functional to be awarded credit. 
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3. 
This candidate chose the Python language (please see wjec circulars for the allowed version 
of the languages used) to complete the code completion question. 
 
 
Please note the WJEC does not have a “preferred” method of solving the task and any and 
all functional code will be given credit. It is important to note the code is deemed suitably 
elegant to gain marks if it is functional. Code that “resembles” the correct answer is not 
credited and all code must be functional to be awarded credit. 
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        try: 
            fileObject=open("calcResult.txt","r") 
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1. 
This candidate chose the Visual Basic 2010 language (please see wjec circulars for the 
allowed version of the languages used) to complete the code completion question. 
 
 
Please note the WJEC does not have a “preferred” method of solving the task and any and 
all functional code will be given credit. It is important to note the code is deemed suitably 
elegant to gain marks if it is functional. Code that “resembles” the correct answer is not 
credited and all code must be functional to be awarded credit. 
 
 
This candidate successfully completed all 4 of the required corrections to the Visual Basic 
code resulting in full marks. 
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Section B: Develop programs (16 marks)


Select the programming language of your choice from section BI, BII or BIII and answer all 
3 questions within your chosen section.


BI Visual Basic
LlaethFarm Caravan Park wants the prototype computer system to be developed using 
Visual Basic.


1. Open the file Calc
 • Read through the code and familiarise yourself with its contents
 • The file contains incomplete code, which is intended to calculate the result of adding, 


subtracting, multiplying, dividing, storing and recalling whole positive integers and 
displaying the result on screen. 


 • When MS is clicked, it should store the number displayed in a text file called 
  CalcResult.txt 
 • When MR is clicked, the number stored in CalcResult.txt should be recalled and displayed 


on screen.


 Complete this code. 


 Save the changes made to the file Calc [4]


2. Create a new form, with a suitable interface, that will allow LlaethFarm Caravan Park to:


 • Input customer details
 • Validate customer details using four different techniques
 • Store customer details on disk in a text file called customerDetails
 • Recall specific customer details.


 Save your new form as CaravanCustomers [8]


3. Using the internal facility of your chosen language, add annotation to your code from question 2 
that clearly explains the design of your program to another software developer. 


 Save the changes made to the file CaravanCustomers [4]
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BII Java
LlaethFarm Caravan Park wants the prototype computer system to be developed using Java.


1. Open the file Calc
 • Read through the code and familiarise yourself with its contents
 • The file contains incomplete code, which is intended to calculate the result of adding, 


subtracting, multiplying, dividing, storing and recalling whole positive integers and 
displaying the result on screen. 


 • When MS is clicked, it should store the number displayed in a text file called 
  CalcResult.txt 
 • When MR is clicked, the number stored in CalcResult.txt should be recalled and displayed 


on screen.


 Complete this code. 


 Save the changes made to the file Calc [4]


2. Create a new form, with a suitable interface, that will allow LlaethFarm Caravan Park to:


 • Input customer details
 • Validate customer details using four different techniques
 • Store customer details on disk in a text file called customerDetails
 • Recall specific customer details.


 Save your new form as CaravanCustomers [8]


3. Using the internal facility of your chosen language, add annotation to your code from question 2 
that clearly explains the design of your program to another software developer. 


 Save the changes made to the file CaravanCustomers [4]
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BIII Python


LlaethFarm Caravan Park wants the prototype computer system to be developed using 
Python.


1. Open the file Calc
 • Read through the code and familiarise yourself with its contents
 • The file contains incomplete code, which is intended to calculate the result of adding, 


subtracting, multiplying, dividing, storing and recalling whole positive integers and 
displaying the result on screen. 


 • When MS is clicked, it should store the number displayed in a text file called 
  CalcResult.txt 
 • When MR is clicked, the number stored in CalcResult.txt should be recalled and displayed 


on screen.


 Complete this code. 


 Save the changes made to the file Calc [4]


2. Create a new form, with a suitable interface, that will allow LlaethFarm Caravan Park to:


 • Input customer details
 • Validate customer details using four different techniques
 • Store customer details on disk in a text file called customerDetails
 • Recall specific customer details.


 Save your new file as CaravanCustomers [8]


3. Using the internal facility of your chosen language, add annotation to your code from question 2 
that clearly explains the design of your program to another software developer. 


 Save the changes made to the file CaravanCustomers [4]


END OF PAPER
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